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all of the tools available on the big fish audio site allow you to create and modify all of your audio files. samples can be sliced, re-arranged, and even extended with the help of the wave editor. the on-screen keyboard is easy to use and includes all of the common editing tools. plus, you can even choose from a huge number of presets to create a virtual instrument that sounds just like the original sample. the big fish audio sound library is ideal for game developers, tv and film composers, and anyone else interested in creating music from popular genres like rock, hip-hop, and country. this library is a great starting point for you to learn about the art
of sound design and production. big fish audio sound library is packed full of country and americana music styles. from rockabilly to rock-n-roll, this library has the sounds to help you make that country song youve always wanted to record. all instruments are 100% real, played by professional musicians, recorded on vintage guitars and amps. the sounds in this library were recorded on various guitars, basses, fiddles, mandolins, resonators, banjos, pianos, and drums. youll find sounds in this library from various musical eras: from the 50s, 60s, and 70s, to the present day. all the instruments have been recorded by professionals. all loops are 100%

royalty free and can be used in your commercial projects. big fish audio has been creating the best digital sound libraries since 1999. we specialize in rock, hip-hop, techno, electronica, and soundtrack production. weve been featured in hundreds of charting songs and soundtracks for feature films and video games. we provide loops, samples, and virtual instruments that are 100% royalty free and can be used in your commercial projects.
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big fish audio and sample factory proudly present sunrise: modern country. artists such as luke brian, jason aldin, keith urban, eric church, blake shelton, brantley gilbert and many others have influenced this huge collection of modern country sounds under 15 gb. sunrise contains 15 huge kits with over 7 gb of
original content, including instruments such as dobro, banjo, acoustic guitar, hi strung guitar, slide guitar, baritone guitar, electric guitar, cigar box guitar, bass, drums and many others. each kit contains several song-style sections giving you flexibility with drag-and-drop ease. we also included a complete drum

tracks folder for each set. this means that every kit in the library comes with multi-track drum recordings, allowing you to have maximum control over mixing. sample factory and big fish audio bring you country essentials: americana country, a massive 6.09 gb collection of modern, alternative, and traditional folk
americana country styles. these construction kits celebrate legends such as chris stapleton, sturgill simpson, marty stuart, jason isbell, rodney crowell, ryan adams, emmylou harris, patty griffin, and more. we filled this library with 100% real, raw, and organic recordings to make sure that unmistakable

authenticity is added to your production. sample factory offers a handmade library from the heart of nashville with seamless care and inspiration for you to unleash your creativity upon. sample factory and big fish audio proudly present country essentials: americana country, a massive 6.09 gb collection of
modern, alternative, and traditional folk americana country styles. these construction kits celebrate legends such as chris stapleton, sturgill simpson, marty stuart, jason isbell, rodney crowell, ryan adams, emmylou harris, patty griffin, and more. we filled this library with 100% real, raw, and organic recordings to

make sure that unmistakable authenticity is added to your production. sample factory offers a handmade library from the heart of nashville with seamless care and inspiration for you to unleash your creativity upon. 5ec8ef588b
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